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Abstract 
This internal reference guide is designed to help sales teams discuss security issues in 
healthcare, open doors in new and existing customers, and win security related deals. NetApp 
can provide the infrastructure and tools to help safeguard patient data, including data storage 
and management, analytics of system access and usage, and encryption of data at rest and in 
transit. 
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1 Healthcare Security—Challenges & Business Drivers  
Security is top-of-mind for healthcare leaders, with regulations mandating the confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability of health information. The healthcare industry represents a significant target for unauthorized 
access to protected health information (PHI), where patient records now sell for more money than a credit 
card in the black market. With this information, hackers use stolen data for insurance fraud schemes, 
unauthorized use of credit cards, and in some cases, security breaches that can lead to other issues 
including patient safety.   

Figure 1) Confirmed security incidents in 2014. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: 2015 Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report 

 

Customer Issues 
Stolen health credentials can go for $10 each, about 10 or 20 times the value of a U.S. credit card 
number1.    

Cybersecurity will be a primary challenge as healthcare acceptance of mobile and cloud platforms 
increases.  Examples of electronic health record (EHR) security risks are: 

• Encryption for EHR Data. With more mobile devices access EHRs, hospital leaders need to 
investment in encryption solutions for PHI in transit and at rest. The patient data and images should 
be “view only” on the mobile devices. It should not be stored in the mobile device SSD or memory. 

• User Access Authorization. Hospital leaders should also double check on end user access 
authorization. The EHR system needs to monitor and manage user access by both ‘local’ employees 
and networked users across the region. For example, a radiologist who is located outside of the 
hospital in a private clinic may require access to EHR data to conduct MRI scans of patients injured 
knee. He or she must have the proper system access authorization. And, the radiologist should have 

                                                        

 

1 Source: Don Jackson, Director of Threat Intelligence at PhishLabs 

Security by the numbers 

80,000 
confirmed security incidents in 2014 

95% of compromises 
occur within days 

50% of CVEs are 
turned into an exploit 

within a month 

Only 20% of compromises 
are discovered within days 

A single security 
incident can cost 

up to $30M 

75% of attacks spread 
from victim 0 to victim 

1 within 24 hours  
People accounted for 

90% of security 
incidents in 2015 
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his/her usage of the EHR system monitored to ensure patient privacy and security standards are 
supported.     

• Analyze Security Logs & User Access.  Another best practice is for hospital leaders to frequently 
monitor and review reports on user access patterns. This may require investing additional software 
tools that can identify unusual sign-on and systems utilization. Some software packages require 
additional ‘analytics” capabilities to identify intentional or unintentional breaches of patient data 
privacy or security. For example, a hacker may steal an authorized users log-in and password.  And, 
the system will not know that the hacker is stealing patient data until an “unusual” usage pattern is 
identified in an analytics report  

• EHR Applications in Cloud – “The Devil is in Details”.  Another security challenge which hospital 
leaders face is when they invest in EHR applications that are run by cloud providers. This is 
sometimes called software-as-a-service (or SaaS). During the contract negotiations with the EHR 
cloud provider, the hospital leaders need to review and question how the cloud provider will support 
HIPAA compliance.  The contract should include language that stipulates how the cloud provider will 
maintain HIPAA compliance in the future. One suggestion is to ask for copies of the cloud providers 
audits.  

The Top 7 Security Breaches in 2015 
More than 720 data breaches occurred this year, and the top seven cyber attacks alone have left more 
than 193 million personal records open to fraud and identity theft2. Of the seven, the healthcare industry 
has the dubious honor of three top spots, with the Anthem breach leading the pack. 

Table 1) Top 7 security breaches in 2015. 

Rank Organization Impact 

1 Anthem In February, Anthem made history as the largest healthcare breach ever 
recorded. Initially, Anthem estimated approximately 78.8 million highly 
sensitive patient records were breached, but that quickly increased to an 
additional 8.8 to 18.8 million non-patient records. Anthem's attack was just the 
first of many healthcare breaches of 2015; CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield and 
the UCLA Health Systems were also hacked. 

2 Ashley Madison Accessed user database impacting personal data of 37 million users.  

3 OPM Accessed personal information of more than  21.5 million citizens. 

4 Experian/T-Mobile Accessed  personal data of about 15 million T-Mobile customers. 

5 VTech Accessed Learning Lodge app store and Kid Connect servers, exposing data 
of more than 6 million children and 5 million parent accounts. 

6 Premera Blue 
Cross 

Premera announced its cyber attack, affecting the data of more than 11 million 
members, just one month after the Anthem Blue Cross breach. The company 
discovered the cyberattack in January, but the initial breach occurred in May 
2014. Employees of Microsoft, Starbucks and Amazon were some of the 
customers affected. 

                                                        

 
2 http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/7-largest-data-breaches-2015 
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Rank Organization Impact 

7 Excellus 
BlueCross 
BlueShield: 

The Excellus BlueCross BlueShield hack was the third-largest healthcare 
breach of 2015, exposing personal data from more than 10 million members 
after the company's IT systems were breached, beginning as far back as 
December 2013. 

Cybersecurity Spending & Trends in 2016 
Multiple surveys in 2015 indicated that security is a top priority. In 2016, we expect more time, money, 
and resources will focus on: 

• Improving security solutions and practices to safeguard patient data. Fed Gov regulations (HIPAA, 
HITECH, etc.) mandate that healthcare orgs invest in better security solutions and practices in 2016. 

• Creating a “comprehensive security” model that includes physical, administrative, and technical 
security risk assessments.  Hospitals should also review their security policies and procedures and 
their IT operations practices to ensure they comply with HIPAA guidelines. 

• Avoiding the negative impact of a privacy or security breach. Several leading insurance companies 
and hospitals experienced attacks in 2015. Criminals stole millions of patient data files.  This has 
increased the pressure for healthcare executives to invest in security solutions in 2016.  

• Another important trend is that healthcare leaders are buying larger “cyber security insurance” 
policies.  Some executives believe that it is not possible to stop every privacy or security breach.  
Consequently, they are increasing their insurance investments to help with the high costs of recovery 
from attacks. The debate on whether healthcare leaders should invest in prevention or in recovery is 
ongoing. However, there are valuable arguments that both options should be implemented.   

• Preparing and passing Fed Gov security audits.  More institutions will be inspected in 2016. There 
will be an increase in “internal” or DIY audits to ensure that each hospital department is complying 
with HIPAA guidelines. Plus, there will be more Fed Gov driven security audits. These Gov audits 
may be planned or unplanned depending on situation. Some security experts advise that the best 
security practice is to conduct both types of audits to prevent hospital resources from becoming 
complacent with security practices.  

2 Healthcare Regulations 
Conducting or reviewing a security risk analysis (SRA) to meet the standards of Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) Security Rule is included in the requirements of the 
Medicare and Medicaid EHR Incentive Programs.  

There are multiple business and regulatory drivers that are forcing healthcare organizations to invest in 
more comprehensive security solutions, including: 

• Comprehensive Security Model. Fed Gov Agency rules and guidelines require hospitals to audit 
physical, administrative, and technical security across their enterprises.  The security mandates 
emphasize that hospitals must conduct risk assessments for multiple types of security including 
physical, technical, and administrative.  

• Business Associates Agreement. BAAs (which became effective in Sept 2013 per the HIPAA 
Omnibus Final Rule) link the security liabilities to hospital “subcontractors.” This means that both 
hospitals and subcontractors can be inspected or audited by the Fed Gov on security practices. 

• Video Surveillance in Facilities, Body Cameras, & Vehicles. There is a spike in demand for 
traditional and mobile video surveillance solutions. Hospitals need to invest or upgrade their video 
surveillance to improve security at their facilities --- and when transporting patients to and from clinics. 
This will require cost effective data storage solutions.  Some hospital security officers are planning to 
wear body cameras in the near future.  
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• Analytics Tools for Identifying & Responding to Unauthorized Access. Fed Gov typically does 
not demand that hospitals invest in a specific type or security tool. However, we know that more and 
more healthcare organizations (especially large insurance companies and big hospitals groups) are 
investing in analytics software that will help them to identify unusual and unauthorized access to their 
patient data or PHI.  

HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) 
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), has associated rules about who 
can look at, receive, and use patients’ health information as well as measures to take to protect the 
confidentiality, integrity, and security of the information. HIPAA privacy and security requirements are 
embedded in the Medicare and Medicaid EHR Incentive Programs. Eligible providers need to “attest” that 
they have met certain measures or requirements regarding the use of the EHR for patient care.  

• Required organizations to perform a risk assessment 
• Organizations must implement “reasonable” measures to protect patient data and secure that data 
• “Reasonable” was subjective based upon organizational capabilities.  
• Risk Assessment was the only solution dictated by the regulations 

The HIPAA Privacy Rule sets national standards to protect the privacy of individually identifiable health 
information. The HIPAA Security Rule sets national standards for the security of electronic personal 
health information (PHI). Under HIPAA, covered entities must: 

• Put in place safeguards to protect patients’ health information. 
• Reasonably limit uses and sharing to the minimum necessary to accomplish your intended purpose. 
• Have agreements in place with any service providers they use perform functions or activities on their 

behalf. These agreements are to ensure that these services providers (referred to as "business 
associates") only use and disclose patients' health information properly and safeguard it appropriately  

• Have procedures in place to limit that can access your patients’ health information as well as 
implement training programs for you and your employees about how to protect your patients’ health 
information. 

Additionally, the Breach Notification Rule requires most health care providers, HIPAA to notify patients 
when there is a breach of unsecured PHI. The Breach Notification Rule also requires then entities to 
promptly notify the Secretary of Health and Human Services if there is any breach of unsecured protected 
health information and notify the media and public if the breach affects more than 500 patients. 

HITECH (Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health) 
• Strengthened requirements for Business Associate Agreements – a business subcontractors are now 

included in BAAs 
• Strengthened definition of a breach 
• Increased penalties from $50,000 per occurrence to $1.5M per occurrence 
• Gave state Attorney Generals more power 
• Links Health IT practices to NIST standards for Safe Harbor provisions 

3 NetApp Security Solutions 
While many hospitals have already started risk assessment, many are not aware that NetApp provides 
cost effective solutions to support security mandates. Some hospital leaders are concerned that they 
will not be able to test security solutions, or pass a Fed Gov audit. There are a number of ways that 
NetApp can help existing and future customers with security challenges, as described below. 
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3.1 Encryption is a Good Start 
One of the top ways to defend against security breaches is to secure data in transit and at rest. NetApp 
and our key partners offer outstanding encryption solutions today. Some hospitals are still not using 
encryption solutions for patient data. Simply stated, the use of encryption makes it difficult and sometimes 
impossible for stolen data to be useful. There are still risks but it is a good start to a multi-layered security 
model. NetApp encryption solutions are identified in the following table. 

NetApp Solutions 
NetApp can help healthcare leaders. Today! 

• E-series Splunk-Pod - Security Info & Event Management (SIEM)  
• AltaVault - Back-up to Cloud  (protect data on-premise or offsite) 
• E-series - Video Surveillance (physical security is growing) 
• SafeNet - NetApp Storage Encryption (supports HIPAA, OCR regs.) 

Table 2) NetApp security solutions.  

NetApp Security Options 

NetApp Storage 
Encryption 

NSE uses self-encrypting disk drives for full disk encryption (FDE) of data 
with NetApp Data ONTAP®. 

AltaVault Reduces risk and speed recovery with encrypted back up data to any cloud. 

E-Series SANtricity FDE combines local key management with FDE-capable drives, 
protecting data from unauthorized access or modification resulting from theft, 
loss, or repurposing of the disk drives. 

SafeNet StorageSecure A self-contained storage encryption solution that keeps regulated data safe, 
secures against insider threats and meets compliance needs with encryption 
and high-assurance key management. 

SafeNet KeySecure Provides high availability across the infrastructure with clustered appliances, 
instantly replicating  configuration information to dramatically improve failover 
capabilities and fault resiliency for geographically dispersed data center 
deployments. (Supports NSE, AltaVault, and other KMIP encryption 
solutions). 

SafeNet Virtual KeySecure Provides customers with a virtual appliance that manages and securely 
stores a maximum of 25,000 keys, supports up to100 concurrent clients. 

SafeNet Virtual KeySecure 
for Cloud ONTAP for AWS 

SafeNet Virtual KeySecure k150v maintains data confidentiality on NetApp 
Cloud ONTAP through efficient centralized key management and by 
enforcing customized security policies surrounding data access using AWS. 

Splunk Splunk is operational intelligence software that enables healthcare to 
monitor, report, and analyze live streaming and historical machine-
generated data. Splunk helps users distill, sift, and understand machine 
data to improve service levels, reduce IT operations costs, mitigate 
security risks, enable compliance, and create new product and service 
offerings. 

3.2 Prevent Unauthorized Access to PHI  with Multi-factor Authentication 
Some breaches were due to stolen login info or identity credentials.  If the system thinks a user is 
authorized (because they have the correct ID/password), then the hackers can exploit that weakness and 
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steal patient data.  That is why it is important to have “multi-factor” authentication.  NetApp solutions 
support some of the multi-factor tools utilized today.  

The typical multi-factor model requires the end user to have all --- or a combination of the following 
verifications/authorizations before receiving access to data. 

• Something you know. Includes ID/passwords, security questions and specific role definitions. 
• Something you have. Includes security alert device, smart phone, FOB. 
• Something you are. Includes DNA, fingerprints, biometric scan or marker. 

SafeNet Mobile PASS 
Gemalto provides an outstanding “multi-factor” authentication tool called SafeNet Mobile PASS. This 
requires end users to not only have a secure password (“something they know”) but it also mandates that 
they enter a randomly generated, six digit number (“something they have”) when they log into a system. 

NetApp works closely with Gemalto for encryption and key management solutions. As we move into 
2016, we will see more healthcare institutions implement multi-factor authentication tools, and NetApp 
should be part of that description. Although NetApp does not resell the Mobile PASS product, it is 
important to participate in the discussion and offer solutions. If your customer is interested in 
implementing a multifactor authentication solution, NetApp sales and partners should contact your local 
Gemalto account executive and bring them into the account.  

3.3 Recovery Plans are Equally Import 
Customers have heard or read many of the security model expressions: 

• Security is a journey; not a destination. 
• Security never sleeps. 
• Security should have layers. 
• Security must be tested daily. 
• Security is only as good as the weakest link. 
• Security requires 100% vigilance. 
• Security should be silent and hidden until needed. 
• Security cannot stop every attack.  

Although they are all meaningful, these sayings do not matter when a security breach occurs. What is 
important is that you have a tested recovery plan to minimize or eliminate the impact of an attack. NetApp 
provides industry-leading solutions that not only help with data protection, but also allow customers and 
partners to recover faster from security breaches. NetApp data protection solutions deliver: 

• Integrated data protection with the unified, scale-out of Data ONTAP® storage platform, the #1 
storage operating system3 

• Backup and recovery for NetApp and heterogeneous storage, including cloud backup storage  
• Disaster recovery for synchronous and asynchronous replication in the data center, remote offices, 

and the cloud 
• Data archiving—either on premises or in the cloud  
• Compliance solutions to meet stringent data protection regulations 

                                                        

 
3 * Source: IDC Worldwide Quarterly Disk Storage Systems Tracker 2014 Q4, March 2015 (Open Networked 
Disk Storage Systems revenue) 
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3.4 Mapping NetApp Security Solutions to Security Investment Areas 
The following table describes the 5 areas for security investments, examples of security measures that 
address requirements, and highlights solutions that NetApp provides that can help healthcare pass 
security audits.  

Note: The “Areas of Security” and “Security Measures” columns were taken from a Fed Gov guidelines 
chart called --- Security Risk Analysis Tip Sheet.  It was written by the U.S.  Department of Health 
& Human Services and The Office Civil Rights (OCR) (December 2013)  

Below is a paragraph from the Fed Gov PDF.  It describes how healthcare professionals must conduct 
security risk analysis to comply with HIPAA and HITECH security requirements.  

“ Conducting or reviewing a security risk analysis to meet the standards of Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) Security Rule is included in the requirements of the Medicare and 
Medicaid EHR Incentive Programs. Eligible professionals must conduct or review a security risk analysis 
to ensure the privacy and security of their patients’ protected health information”: 

Table 3) NetApp security solutions that address healthcare security requirements. 

Areas of Security  Security Measures NetApp Healthcare Security Solutions 

Physical Safeguards 

• Your facility and other 
places where patient 
data is accessed 

• Computer equipment 

• Portable devices 

• Building alarm 
systems 

• Locked offices 
• Screens shielded 

from secondary 
viewers 

• Cost effective video surveillance data management 
for building and transportation security 

• Data management and back-up options for facility 
security systems  

• Encrypt patient data at rest or in transit (lower risk 
of security or privacy breach of lost or stolen 
devices) 

Administrative Safeguards 

• Designated security 
officer 

• Workforce training and 
oversight 

• Controlling information 
access 

• Periodic security 
reassessment 

• Staff training 
• Monthly review of user 

activities 
• Policy enforcement 

• NetApp SnapShot provides cost effective feature to 
copy data for training staff 

• Run monthly system access and usage analytics 
reports faster with NetApp E-series data storage 
solutions (All Flash arrays are available) 

• Conduct planned (or surprise) security 
inspections Take “SnapShot” copies of system 
data or logs  

• Conduct analytics (SplunkPod) to identify unusual 
patterns which may indicate a security violation 
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Technical Safeguards 

• Controls on access to 
EHR 

• Use of audit logs to 
monitor users and other 
EHR activities 

• Measures that keep 
electronic patient data 
from improper changes 

• Secure, authorized 
electronic exchanges of 
patient information 

• Secure passwords 
• Backing-up data 
• Virus checks 
• Data encryption 

• Industry-leading data management and encryption 
solutions that are “independently” certified 

• Cost-effective back up solutions for data protection 
(on-premise and off-site options)  

• Accelerate audit log analysis with high performance 
data storage options. 

• Share patient data internally and externally with 
reliable and trusted security solutions. NetApp is the 
#1 data storage provider to the U.S. Federal 
Government.  

• NetApp and Splunk offer an industry leading solution 
called “Splunk – Pod”.  It supports Splunk’s Security 
Information & Event Management (SEIM) software.  
Splunk is ranked in the Gartner top, right quadrant.  
It can help hospitals to monitor and respond to 
security events. 

Policies & Procedures 

• Written policies and 
procedures to assure 
HIPAA security 
compliance 

• Documentation of 
security measures 

• Written protocols on 
authorizing users 

• Record retention 

• Data management tools help healthcare customers 
comply with HIPAA security compliance 

• NetApp provides cost effective tools for  making 
quick copies systems access data. 

• Compliance managers can accelerate their analysis 
and can ensure HIPAA compliance rules and 
guidelines are followed.    

• Data storage options allow hospitals to move patient 
data and images to the appropriate location (on-
premise or off-site) to meet state requirements for 
record retention (includes “cold storage” archive, 
located in an internal or external  private cloud) 

Organizational Requirements 

• Business associate 
agreements 

• Plan for identifying 
and managing 
vendors who access, 
create or store PHI 

• Agreement review and 
updates 

• NetApp provides industry leading data management 
solutions and services to over 3,500 healthcare 
organizations. 

• Per the HIPAA Omnibus Final Rule that became 
effective in September 2013, NetApp will provide 
a  business associates agreement (BAA) when 
appropriate.  

• NetApp supports healthcare customer and partner 
requirements to safeguard protected health 
information (PHI). 

U.S. Federal Agencies for Security Governance  
Below is a table that lists the different Federal Government agencies that are responsible for healthcare 
security governance. The area of responsibility and link to the website links are listed for a quick 
reference.   

Federal Office / Agency Health IT Related Responsibilities Wesite 

Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services 
(CMS)  

• Oversees the security and compliance  www.cms.gov 
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Federal Office / Agency Health IT Related Responsibilities Wesite 

Office for Civil Rights 
(OCR)   

• Administers and enforces the HIPAA Privacy, 
Security, and Breach Notification Rules  

• Conducts HIPAA complaint investigations, 
compliance review & audits.  

www.hhs.gov/ocr 
 

Office of the National 
Coordinator for Health 
Information Technology 
(ONC)   

• Provides support for the adoption and promotion 
of EHRs and health information exchange  

• Offers educational resources and tools to assist 
providers with keeping electronic health 
information private and secure. 

www.HealthIT.gov 
 

National Institute of 
Standards and 
Technology (NIST), U.S. 
Department of 
Commerce.  

• Sets computer security standards for the federal 
government and publishes reports on topics 
related to information technology (IT) security.  

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr
/privacy/hipaa/administ
rative/securityrule/secu
rityruleguidance.html 

State & Local Gov  • Some states have additional restrictions. For 
example, Mental Health data may have different 
rules for confidentiality.    

State specific 

4 Healthcare Security - Sales Opportunities 

4.1 Security Solutions You Can Sell - Today  
• Encryption solutions (Data at rest & in transit) 
• Non-returnable drives (Customer controls management/disposal) 
• Back-up / DR Solution (copies of data for protection & recovery) 

4.2 Other Healthcare Security Opportunities 
• Video Surveillance Systems (facilities & transportation) 
• Data Analytics - Systems Event Monitoring (SEM) / Log Analytics  
• Analysis of Machine Date/Internet of Things - “SplunkPod” on NetApp E-series - TR-4260. 
• Research Data -  Secure data migration / protection (cloud or premise) 
• Home Healthcare / Telemedicine – (patient monitoring / sensor data) 

4.3 Security Information & Events Management – SIEM  (Splunk is a leader!) 
Many healthcare organizations are investing in Security Information & Event Monitoring (SIEM) 
applications.  These allow hospitals to monitor and track security events in their networked environment.  
For example, if an end user is accessing an electronic medical record (EHR) during unusual hours of the 
day, the SIEM software will likely identify this pattern in a report. 
   
Splunk is ranked in the top, right quadrant of the Gartner Magic Quadrant (see above chart).  Their 
flexible and easy to use analytics software has made them a leader in the SIEM market.  Other important 
data points and considerations for Splunk in SIEM are: 
• Sell a Splunk Pod – Today!  
• Splunk runs faster and at lower cost on NetApp’s E-series platform. 
• NetApp has white papers and sales guides on Splunk running on E-series. 
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• For example, (NetApp Confidential)  W.T. Rowe and the E-series teams defeated EMC at Hospital 
Corp of America, (HCA) (in Nashville, TN). The NetApp teams conducted tests in CPOC RTP and 
with the customer that showed that Splunk runs faster on E-series platform.  It also proved that 
Splunk requires “less infrastructure” when running on NetApp.  HCA was able to eliminate an 
investment in EMC arrays and Isilon archive.     

Figure 2) Gartner Report on SIEM vendors. 

 

Note: NOTE: the above Gartner Report on SIEM vendors can be found at  =  
http://www.mcafee.com/resources/white-papers/wp-healthcare-friendly-security.pdf 

4.4 Reach Out to Security Focused Customers 
• Chief Information Security Officer, CISO. 
• Compliance & Risk Management Managers (focused on security audits and HIPAA compliance) 
• IT Security Management Team - (Data, Network, web, social media, portals etc) 
• Facilities Management & Security Dept. - (video surveillance) 
• Patient Transportation Team   (video surveillance -  inside or on vehicle) 
• Research Groups – (sharing of data on-premise/off-site clouds) 
• Home Healthcare / Telemedicine  Leaders (hospital owned or contracted) 
• Human Resources/Legal Dept.   

- Analytics – IT monitoring (unusual access & usage of systems )  
- E-discovery – Law Suits (patient, visitor, employee cases )  
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5 Healthcare Security Tools and Resources 

5.1 Sales Tools and Links 
• Data at Rest – NetApp Storage Encryption ( NSE )  

• Data at Rest Encryption ( Binder ) 

• TR 4074 : NSE Preinstallation Requirements and Procedures for SafeNet KeySecure 

• TR 3954 : NSE Preinstallation Requirements and Procedures for IBM TKLMv2 

• NSE FAQ 

• NSE Sales Training Presentation 

• Whitepaper – NetApp Storage Encryption 

• Storage Encryption Quick Reference Guide 

• Storage Encryption – Introduction to Solutions from NetApp 

• Quoting Storage Security Products Guide 

• Email:  xdl-encryption@netapp.com  

 

5.2 SafeNet Security Solutions by Gemalto 

SafeNet KeySecure 
• SafeNet Data at Rest Encryption Binder 

https://fieldportal.netapp.com/collections/212366 
 

• NetApp Storage Encryption Binder 
https://fieldportal.netapp.com/collections/212370 

 
• SafeNet KeySecure Connector License Collection    

https://fieldportal.netapp.com/collections/298792 
 
• SafeNet KeySecure Collection 

https://fieldportal.netapp.com/collections/298786 
 
• SafeNet Virtual KeySecure Collection 

https://fieldportal.netapp.com/collections/298728 
 
• SafeNet Internal Wins Collection 

https://fieldportal.netapp.com/collections/298789 
 

• NetApp.com              
 http://www.netapp.com/us/products/storage-security-systems/key-
management/keysecure/index.aspx 

SafeNet StorageSecure 
• SafeNet StorageSecure Collection 

https://fieldportal.netapp.com/collections/298733 
 

• SafeNet Data at Rest Encryption Binder 
https://fieldportal.netapp.com/collections/212366 
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• NetApp.com 

http://www.netapp.com/us/products/storage-security-systems/storagesecure-encryption/index.aspx 

SafeNet product questions or sales opportunities: 
• Technical support email: xdl-safenet@netapp.com 

• Sales opportunities email: ng-selling-safenet@netapp.com 
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